
Masculine extreme    Wholeness   Feminine extreme 
 

Domineering     Creative   Victimized 
Angry      Relaxed   Depressed 

Dictates     Invites    Begs or schemes 
Knows everything    Curious   Knows nothing 

Arrogant     Attentive   Shut down, numb 
Out of touch with own feelings  Draws self wisdom  Overwhelmed by 
       own feelings       own feelings 

Unwilling to show weakness  Flexible   Unwilling to show strength 
Ignores own mistakes or    Learns from mistakes Makes excuses or obsesses 

  blames others             about mistakes 
Feels superior     Feels equal   Feels inferior 
 

 
 

          

        
 

 
   Feminine     Masculine 

  Spiraling     Goal oriented 
  Diffused     Focused 
  Waiting     Assertive 

  Allowing     Making it happen 
  Surrendering     Controlling 

  Receptive     Thrusting 
  Listening     Telling 

  Being      Doing 
  Merging     Discriminating 
  Subjective     Objective 

  Moist      Dry 
  Growing     Building 

  Periodic flow     Outgoing 
  Dark/Moon     Light/Sun 
  Unconsciousness    Consciousness 

  Matter      Spirit 
  Mother (Mater)    Father 

 

 

 

The Anima-Possessed Man 



Invisible Partners by John Sanford 
 The anima-possessed man exhibits disastrous behavior.  The anima shows 

herself “in moodiness, sulkiness, pettiness and in her capacity to poison the man 
and everyone else around.  She acts for all the world like an inferior, peevish, 

overly sensitive woman.  Such a man falls into dark moods that make him 
unapproachable.  He loses his objectivity.  Small hurts when magnified by the 

anima, become huge personalistic issues which she feels compelled to avenge.  
The weapons of the anima are mood, emotionality and poisonous comments.  If 
only the man can get this feminine side of himself in the proper place, which is 

inside, and give her the right attention, all goes well.  But if the anima gets 
between a man and other people, (especially the wife) there is the devil to 

pay.” 
 
 

The Animus-Possessed Woman 
The Feminine in Jungian Psychology and in Christian Theology by Ann Ulanov 

 The animus-possessed woman “tyrannizes the men in her life upon whom 
she projects the tyrannous animus.  An animus ridden woman turns hard and 

resentful.  She withholds her warmth, her giving and forgiving.  This undermines a 
man and makes him less than a man.  Such an animus-ridden woman frequently 
will nag her husband and even berate him for ‘not being a man’ which means 

that he does not conform to what her animus image of what a man should be.  
She harps on her husbands weak points and always sees herself as the stronger 

of the two.  She uses power instead of love; she isolates instead of bringing 
people together; she dominates instead of yielding and seeks prestige instead of 

relationship.”     
The Animus Dominated/Complex 

For Women Growing Older: The Animus by Jane Wheelwright 

Unrelated instead of independent 
Compulsive instead of energetic 

Devious instead of up front 
Fearful instead of experimental 

Hostile instead of legitimately angry 
Opinionated instead of presenting her viewpoint 

Objectionable instead of objecting 

 
 


